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Can't play Sunflower River Blues - 1963 Original version? Improve your game with simple step-by-step video tutorials! We use cookies and other technologies to provide you with customized advertising and the best experience. Learn more on personalization data handling in our Privacy Policy. ring1=18524422022002let
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ring800000204081000000008202200220let ring83440002200(2)00840000022000850000000let ring860220022087440002200(2)0088=19400007799let ring89=60(0)(0)(0)(7)(0)(7)90All content on this page is the property of the copyright owner of the original compositionAbout | John Fahey (1939-2001) was an American guitarist and
composer. His style was very influential and was described as the basis of American primitiveism, a term borrowed from painting and referring mainly to the self-taught nature of music and its minimalist style. Notes Acoustic. Signature time 4/4. 84 measures. Seven pages. Tuning 2'c 4'c 5'g 6's Sunflower River Blues - guitar melody by
John Fahey. It's not a standard 12 bar blues and doesn't apply a triple feel to the game, so it has more folk guitar sounding rather than the standard blues melody. He plays Key C on a guitar tuned to Open C, and at 4/4 time. Above the video I play the melody along with the tab. In this post I'll give some tips on playing tunes. Here's a
downloadable tab for Sunflower River Blues Tab music - Power Tab - PDF - TXT Intro - This tune has an intro section that goes from bar 1 - 9. The tempo of the intro is much slower than that of the main body melody. I've added a pace of rubato musical direction means that the timing is flexible, so just play as you feel You don't have to
play strictly at the pace. The main section - This is the main body of the melody. He is played at a much faster pace than the intro and playing the tempo means he has to play at the right time as opposed to the intro. There are three separate parts in the main part of the music. There is a main building and two separate sections of the
bridge. Order on the main tab - bridge 1 - main - bridge 2 - the main. However, with all these parts I recommend changing the order to satisfy yourself. I would also recommend adapting sections of the bridge to your liking, or even writing new ones. Tempo - The tempo of the main body melody is pretty fast. I often play it slower than John
Fahey does in the original because I find it sounds better a little slower. However, play the melody at any pace you want, and like all the fast pieces, start by playing slowly and then build speed. Right Hand Fingers - The thumb plays bass notes and index and middle, or index average and ring fingers play high notes, which is standard for
fingerstyle guitar. Left hand fingerings - The left hand fingerings are simple and you should be able to select most of them from the video. Slides - There are numerous slides into the melody. They all play like legato slides meaning you hit a string (s) slide on the appropriate fret, but don't hit the strings again. When you play the power tab it
sounds as if you're hitting the strings again, but it's just a bug in the software. They are labeled as legato slides in the tab. Most slides are self-evident and play as written. However, in bars 11, 15, 35, 39, 59 and 63 there is a small legato slide down from fret 2 worry 1 that doesn't seem obvious. All you do is move your fingers shape to the
fret 2 down to disturb the one that will create the slide. However, the sound of this slide is not essential and should not be emphasized or well worded during the game. Note Flexibility - Like all these tunes in open settings there is some flexibility regarding the notes that you can play. Because the tun is in C key and the guitar is tuned to
Open C, you can easily add open string notes without sounding out of sorts. So it's worth a hang out with the music and add or remove some notes as you see fit. The whole melody is pretty simple in the game and one you have to have a lot of fun learning. Thanks for reading, Neil John Fahey - Sunflower River Blues Learn How to Play
John Fahey - Sunflower River Blues note-for-note on guitar. Difficulty Level: Intermediate Chords Barre: No Thumb Over Chords: No Game Style: Fingerpicked (Travis Took) Setting: Open C This lesson teaches the track how Fahey played it in a slightly slower version with a chord introduction. The full file contains 3 video lessons, video
playback performance and full tabs. You'll get a link to download a lesson that will be downloaded as 305MB file containing all Content. Back to the individual songs page of lesson preview Tab Back to the individual songs page you will get at least two videos per song, one lesson and one performance standard playback through. You'll get
chords/lyrics and guitar tabs like PDF files. Video format mp4 and must play on PC, Macs and most mobile devices. They will be downloaded as zip files. If you don't have a zip program on your computer, you need to install it to open the file. If you want to download on iPad or iPhone you will need an app to do so, please read here to find
out more about it. Browse our lessons on all our lessons Our Free Lessons From Artist's Difficulty Level Lessons Barre Chords using Thumb-Over Chords Using Lessons By Playing Style Settings Fingerstyle Instrumental Parts Repertory Beginner Electric Blues Course Latest Products Products Products sunflower river blues tab pdf.
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